
Wisdom’s Goldenrod Annual Meeting 

Nov. 13, 2022 via Zoom

Board members present: Harriet Eisman, Andrew Schwartz, David Bulkley, David Gallagher, Helen Perl, 

Marie Holmes, Patricia Carlson, Sarah Hilsman Absent: Raina Elkins

Also present: Adam Kreiger, Alicia Wilcox, Amy Opperman Cash, Andrew Holmes, Avery Solomon, Barbara 

Nowogrodzki, Bo Carlson, Herb Shapiro, Karen K Smith, Linda Gasser, Linda Ruth, Louis Damiani, Louis 

DeSarno, Maria Ochoa, Martha McKinney, Michael Eisman, Michael Wakoff, Myra Berkowitz, Pat Davies, Paul

Cash, Peggy Keating, Sera Smolen, Steve Smolen, Tom Marino, Vinnie Joseph

New board members announced: Sarah Hilsman and Patricia Carlson, alternates are Andrew Schwartz and 

David Gallagher.

Thanks to Jess Elkins, Martha McKinney and Adam Kreiger for their work on the Board and thanks to Carol 

DeSarno for running the election. 

Classes:

Mon. Astrology, Sabian symbol work – Linda Ruth

Astronoesis, Soul chapter – David Gallagher

Tues. Jung, “Psychology of Buddhist Tantra” – Michael Eisman

Wed. Plotinus, V.8 Intellectual Beauty – Herb Shapiro

Thurs. PB, “Spiritual Crisis of Man”, the “task of knowing Me” – David Bulkley

Esoteric Studies, Zoler on Number and Logos – David Gallagher

Sat. Monthly meetups, “Inspiring each other to go on our own journeys” – Avery Solomon

Wisdom of the Overself, rotating leadership, World Mind chapter – Louis DeSarno

Sun. Women’s class, every other Sunday. “Myth of the Goddess” Sophia and sacred marriage – Harriet 

Eisman

Tim Smith’s class, mostly Hinduism, mostly going over essays by Tim, every other week – Tom Marino 

Suggestions: invite authors to zoom classes studying their work. Also, in the new world of zoom, we may add 

“Ohio” group’s classes to our list or link our two websites.

Past classes: 

Outdoor drawing class, “Culture of Finer Feelings” now in Trumansburg – Vinnie Joseph

Through an Eastern Window will do a series in Trumansburg – Andrew Holmes

Evening meditation:



MWF at 5:30 in person

Sunday at Sunset time also via zoom – Karen K. Smith

Visitors included: Josh Nunziato, David Lewis, Susan Lee-Meeder, William and Leonor Horden. Shirley 

Bastian (May – Oct), Maria Ochoa (in residence now). Thanks to all who make sure spaces are prepared for 

guests.

Seasonal Studies

WINTER (January)  Seeing Through Symbol part II    ~110 people came
Some Thoughts on Symbol ~ Herb Shapiro 
Meditation ~ Maria Ochoa and Janet Selby
Reviewing the Symbols of the Zodiac ~ Linda Ruth and William Horden
PB on Symbol ~ Helen Perl 
Sunset meditation ~ Karen Smith
Symbolism of the Tetraktys ~ Olga Kronn 
Assisted by: Mark Scorelle, Adam Kreiger, David Lewis, Myra Berkowitz

SUMMER (July): Devotion ~75 people came
Meditation ~ Maria Ochoa and Janet Selby
Personal Approach to Devotion ~ Joyce Long 
What God do you Really Worship? In Search of the Beloved ~ Judy Strickland
Mother of the World ~ Marcia Vallejo 
Devotion to the Overself ~ Bo Carlson
Meetings with Ramakrishna and the Holy Mother ~ Harriet Eisman 
A Divine Invitation ~ Mary Ann Flory
Looking Inward: Personal Devotion ~ Martha McKinney
Mentalism, Devotion, Short Path ~ David Bulkley 
Assisted by: Jim Hendricks, Judy Strickland, Myra Berkowitz, David Lewis

AUTUMN (October 2022): Dissolved in Stillness   ~70 people came
Meditation ~ Maria Ochoa and Martha McKinney
“Before All Things”: Savoring Plotinus’s Writing on the One ~ Michael Wakoff
Thinking about the One ~ Helen Perl 
Anthony on the One ~ John Leidenfrost 
Wellspring of Life ~ Patricia Carlson 
Why Plotinus? ~ June Fritchman 
50 Years with Wisdom’s Goldenrod: 15 Major Glimpses to Illustrate and Elucidate the Teachings ~ Mark 
Scorelle
Assisted by Bo Carlson, Karim Mattar, Mark Scorelle, Myra Berkowitz

Other events:

Meditations for Peace, one in March, one in April, in person 

Celebrating Anthony’s 100th birthday. Thanks to all who made this happen, setting up, cupcakes, Lou Damiani 

for quotes   



     and anecdotes. Shared excerpts from book of AD essays assembled by June Fritchman “From the Heart.”

Extraordinarily Beautiful: A day of remembering, appreciating and revisioning Anthony Damiani led by Avery 
Solomon

Treasurer’s report (details shared electronically):

Finances healthy. Adequately funded. Fewer give but those who donate give larger amounts. 

“Special Projects” was digitizing Astronoesis…. “Donations” reflect two years’ gifts to the Hector Fire 

Department and to sponsor a girl’s education in honor of His Holiness the Dalai Lama… “Building 

improvement” was payment for heating/air conditioning unit in main building… Heating fuel down but electricity 

up… Water is expensive (but we’re grateful to have water!)… Checking $60,367 and Franklin Templeton 

(Mutual Funds) $45,835… Thanks to Steve Smolen and to Carol DeSarno. “You can trust those numbers.”…

Motion to approve budget (Herb) seconded (Helen) passed unanimously: budget approved.

Committees:

AD Legacy/Archive – Avery Solomon 

~Also on committee: Harriet Eisman, Helen Perl, Ilya Turov, June Fritchman, Michael Wakoff

~What we have done: Digitial Astronoesis (Paul Cash, Anne Kilgore) and AD Essays Book (mentioned above).

Thanks to June and Ilya for countless hours of work on transcripts.

~What we’re doing: Plans: “Mark in water” 3/1/23 Stop transcribing. Print out transcripts and 400 papers, 

update USB to distribute and update spreadsheet… 

~What we’re going to do: Put all we have in library. Estimate 1000 transcripts, papers, diagrams = 100 

volumes. Take out of file cabinets, get bound, put into library (about 20 linear feet and $15,000)… More 

publications in the works: Plato papers written by Anthony and transcript of his last visit to Ohio.

~For the future: we have investigated website: initial cost about 30k, archiving at Cornell.    

~Does WG need a publication committee? 

Buildings and Grounds—David Bulkley

Upcoming projects include replacing tiles, Library ceiling, annex deck… “Lawnmower abides”… Plan to get 

group together to look in detail and depth at projects. Thanks to Steve Smolen for all his work on our buildings 

and grounds.

Special Projects Committee – Myra Berkowitz 

~Also on committee: Robert Carlson, Patricia Carlson, Lou DeSarno, David Gallagher, Sarah Hilsman

~This new committee was formed by the WG board in September 2022 to brainstorm and advise the Board 

and membership about specific projects relating to the continuation of WG. We hold weekly meetings with the 

goal of identifying ideas and making recommendations. Note that this is not a decision-making group, and it is 

dedicated to communicating with and informing the board and membership of progress on a monthly basis, 

with written reports that are posted on the WG website. Projects already underway are the following:



~Learning Initiative – A meeting was convened on October 16 in order to brainstorm strategies for class 

formats to enhance learning at WG, with the goal of better engaging students over time.  Responses are 

posted on the WG website and will be developed over time.

~Meditation – An initial meeting was held on October 11 to discuss expanding meditation practice at the 

Center.  Currently formal meditation takes place at 5:30 pm three days a week, with one person facilitating.  

Sunset meditation is on Sundays.  Attendance is low, due largely to COVID concerns, but ideas generated for 

enhancing meditation are posted on the website and will be further discussed.

~Bylaws – Sarah is leading a group that will review the WG bylaws and develop recommendations over the 

next few months.

~Buildings & Grounds – Bo and Lou are working with the B&G Committee to identify future needs, priorities, 

and costs.

~All WG members are welcome to contact SPC members at any time to provide input and learn more about 

projects in progress. This report will be on the WG website soon.

Visioning Committee -- Raina Elkins and Jess Elkins

The Visioning Committee has been meeting since last winter in an effort to distill the essence of what 

Wisdom's Goldenrod is, embodies, and wishes to offer to the world as it moves into the future. At this point the 

committee is on pause. If there is interest in continuing the original visioning committee at this time, new 

facilitators can step forward.

Suggestion for Introductory courses  -- Maria Ochoa 

~Wisdom  ́s Goldenrod has been very generous with us and according with my experience in training and 

teaching, the Center could develop certified courses for beginners. These courses would be structured and 

closely following teachings that have been received from Anthony, PB and others. The courses would offer a 

Certificate of Completion. 

Structure of courses: [diagram showing:] Intellectual, Practical, Emotional centered around Unconscious Need.

“Beyond the obvious need of intellectual instruction, practical guidance, and emotional inspiration, there is a 

further, a profounder, and sometimes an unconscious need...”-- PB 

Of interest to young people: 

Intellectual Instruction: Brief and comprehensive

Practical Guidance: Positive toward effective life 

Emotional Inspiration: Art-Nature-Mysticism-Beauty 

Basis of Teaching

Anthony Damiani, Philosopher ~Comparative Philosophy

Paul Brunton, Researcher ~ Eastern and Western Wisdom

Dalai Lama, Monk ~ Kindness

Subjects that may interest people



• Ethical Leaders creating global culture: We are one

• How are you living your life? – Live your life like a poem

• Unconditional Presence: Awakening to Reality

• Healing yourself – Recognizing yourself

• The change of heart must be shown in a change of life

• Astrology: Why I am here?

• Dreams: Attending the call that every dream has a message 

• Karma: We have a Choice and Responsibility

• Health/Cooking and Nutrition

• Spiritual Gardening 

“No man is so secure that he can afford to walk the path entirely alone, or so sure-footed that he does not feel 

it necessary at times to call to his aid those who are qualified to help him negotiate the difficulties.”-- PB 

Resident guidelines   – Martha McKinney These have been updated including both an agreement form and a 

board review form to be completed at least every 6 months.

Art objects-- booklet in each building with information about art objects. Thanks to Barbara N, Bo C and Maria

O.

Website/Listserv-- Thanks to Bo Carlson for his tremendous work with both website and listserv.

PBPF: Tom Marino

Also on the PBPF Board: Beverly Bennett, Lisa Berardino, Barbara Plaisted, Mary Ann Flory, Louis Damiani, 

Louis DeSarno, Janet Selby, Michael Eisman, Raina Elkins, Jeffrey Cox, Cleta Rudolph.

Most of PB archive website finished. Just one employee now… Check out website PBarchives.org. Suggestion

to put requests in quotes when searching…. Also can go up to Cornell under Paul Brunton Papers. Rare books

in Olin basement. Have to request online… Facsimile in library… We have no idea who benefits. For example 

have received legacy donations from people we hadn’t previously heard of… also check regular website… 

Instagram and FB (19000 followers include many from India). Raina E, Jeff C and Lou DS post… Prisoner 

project still going, sending out about 300 books/year… Publishing: Jeff Cox working on expanding Short Path 

books…. About 3000 books per hear are sold… Rider has ownership of some… Biggest seller is Search in 

Secret India… e-teachings are put on via email… Louis Damiani working on video content… Micha-El and 

Gran Berkowitz also putting out PB videos… contact Tom Marino with ideas for projects

In Memoriam: We took a moment to remember those who have passed in the last year including Kevin 

Anderson, Bob Yavits, Ken Lifshitz, Evelyn Platek, Arthur Birnbaum and Gudrun Schlief.



New Class: – Avery Solomon and Linda Ruth. “Getting ready for Astronoesis”. 8 sessions on Sunday morning,

every other week, starting in January.

Next regular board meeting: 10 am Sunday 12/11/22


